Modules

In Tiki, a module is simply a box of content that can be placed in layout areas (eg: topbar, left, right, bottom, etc) and also in text areas (eg: wiki pages). All modules are included with the default Tiki installation.
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empty far fa-star " > [] (0) Certain Menu-sections are always dynamically expanded amette80
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bertrand Gugger 2005-07-07
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- Usability

sylvieg 2010-03-19

- Usability
- Regression
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jacques.bargiel-15 Apr 10

- Usability

2009-04-201

Beestje-20 Apr 09

- Usability
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- Conflict of two features (each works well independently)
2010-04-211
mehler-26 Mar 10 ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ (0) Help
  Tikiwiki mailin is broken in 1.8.5; patches are simple, and attached
swampfox-09-0101
marclaporte-12 Jun 07 ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ (0) Help
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  Error
Philippe Cloutier-2010-09-060
  Errors on top of tiki-objectpermissions.php page
Lusserall40
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Philippe Cloutier-2010-09-1711
Lusserall-15 Sep 10 ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ (0) Help
  Canceled calendar events appear in the Upcoming Events module without
Rick Sapir / Tiki for Smarties70
  Usability
Philippe Cloutier-2010-12-100
Search box obscured, user name invisible
emheller60
  Usability
  Regression
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mehler-28 Jan 11 ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ (0) Help
  Saving modules cause SQL errors
mehler70
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2011-04-201
mehler-07 Apr 11 ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ (0) Help
  Full text search module needs Help
marbux50
  Usability
2010-01-150
Search: Multiple domains to single site modules in the wrong place
pqlug1 low0
  Usability
2012-11-031
marclaporte-03 Nov 12 ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ (0) Help
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Your Last Visit Module doesn't like gallery comments
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OmniColos70

- Automatic and dynamic page TOC like DocuWiki

Arild Berg30
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modul registerHans.Reil70
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not possible to ADD new task into user tasks in user-task module

k2s50
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k2s2017-06-181

marclaporte-13 Aug 07

11.x: Cartograf applied shows: failed to execute module in header which worked fine before the profile

Xavier de Pedro50
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Can't drag and drop modules to blank spaces

alain_desilets50

- Error

Jonny Bradley2013-11-041

pascalstjean-04 Nov 13

Module assignment broken

alain_desilets10 high0
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2013-10-130

New module: search page name, search text, edit page

Marc Laporte60

- Feature request

- Dogfood on a *.tiki.org site

- Less than 30-minutes fix

Jonny Bradley2011-05-234

marclaporte-05 Dec 08

'Last Changed' module formatting is inconsistent

jhwheuer20
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jhwheuer2017-06-180

top bar and similar Modules
going full width causing visual disruption

Nelson Ko

- Release Blocker

2014-06-251
chibaguy-20 Jun 14

upcoming_events module: only remove event when the event is over

Marc Laporte

- Usability

Franck Martin2017-06-181
BBASH-06 Oct 11

Module "articles" not filtering for language lang=XX

Torsten Fabricius ©

- Regression
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Module order gets reset to 1 on save

lucia sh d' being [0]

- Regression

2016-04-040

CSRF on using module error messages

Jean-Marc Libs

- Bug

2020-04-24
Jyhem-02 Apr 20

Clicking the control panels in the new Admin module does nothing

lucia sh d' being [0]
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- Dogfood on a *.tiki.org site

2019-02-040

Allow for rss feeds to use description data instead of title data for items (a la Yahoo Weather)

kingpin2k30

- Feature request

2017-06-180
mrisch

- Error

mrisch2006-06-070

Javascript toggle is broken

mrisch50

- Error
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Easier module management for Tiki admins

Marc Laporte